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1. Workers drilled through 36 inches of concrete to connect 3,989 8-inch-by-2-inch 
computer screens, which sit in front of every seat-just in time to try the 
subtitle system for the October 1995 season opening of Verdi's 1I0tello," led by 
artistic director James Levine. For 10 points-name this opera company that 
spent $2.7 million so that patrons can follow along. 

answer: The Met (accept IIMet Titles") or Metropolitan Opera House 

2. "Enter Lavinia, with her hands cut off, her tongue cut out, and ravished." T.5. 
Eliot called this least performed of Shakespeare's plays, which also contains 
heads baked in a pie, "one of the stupidest and most uninspired plays ever 
written." For 10 points-name this gory 1594 tragedy set in Rome. 

answer: Titus Andronicus 

3. William Thackeray, Vladimir Nabokov(Na-BO-koff), Anthony Burgess, and 
Stephen King have all had one of their novels turned into a film by the same 
director. For 10 points-name this director of the film versions of "Barry 
Lyndon/' "Lolita," /I A Clockwork Orange" and "The Shining." 

answer: Stanley Kubrick 

4. Usually birthday parties do not cause diplomatic crises, but in July 1995, this 
man's 60th birthday created a stir as hundreds of diplomats and officials traveled 
to New Delhi to celebrate, raising China's rancor. For 10 points-name this 
exiled leader who left Tibet in 1959, the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize winner. 

answer: Dalai Lama or Tenzin Gyatso 

5. Its origins are Germanic, combining expressions for IIdung" and IItwig" because 
its seeds are spread via bird droppings. Because of its striking green presence on 
otherwise barren trees, the Druids made charms from it. For 10 points-name 
this semi-parasitic toxic evergreen plant, popular at Christmas. 

answer: Mistletoe or phoradendron falvescens 
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6. After dying of hemorrhoids in 1873, this man was buried at Westminster Abbey, 
though his heart and eyes are buried on African soiL This captain of the "Lady 
Nyassa" spent his life exploring and trying to stop the slave trade in Africa. For 
10 points-name this explorer whose quest for the source of the Nile was aided 
by a presumptive journalist. 

answer: Dr. David Livingstone 

7. According to Rabbi Loew's legend, a slip of paper inscribed with the name of 
God was placed under its tongue, and this creature whose name is Hebrew for 
"unformed mass" subsequently came to life, ran amok, and had to be destroyed. 
For 10 pOints-identify this clay robot of medieval Hebrew legend. 

answer: golem 

8. In 1995, the Hubble Space Telescope sent back images of huge interstellar cloud 
formations 6 trillion miles long which contain extra-dense regions that are 
stellar birthplaces. For 10 points-identify the fitting name astronomers have 
given these extra-dense cloud regions, from which most stars are "hatched." 

Answer: Evaporating Gaseous Globules or EGGs 

9. Born in South Africa in 1966, she moved to Britain to avoid sanctions against 
South African athletes-not because it was warmer for her feet. For 10 points
name this woman who accidentally tripped Mary Decker during the running of 
the women's 1500 meter race at the 1984 Summer Olympics. 

answer: Zola Budd 

10. Their web page has a button saying "click this button to change the world." For 
10 points-name this organization founded in 1990 "to ensure that the 
principles embodied in the Constitution and Bill of Rights are protected as new 
communications technologies emerge, abbreviated "E.F.F." 

answer: Electronic Frontier Foundation prompt on "EFF" 

11. The Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies, the Fleisher Art Memorial, LaSalle 
University, the Albert Einstein Medical Center, Independence Hall and the 
Liberty Bell can all be found-for 10 points-in what American city of 
"Brotherly Love?" 

answer: Philadelphia or Philly 
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12. This legal principle states that a person must be presented physically before the 
court with a statement demonstrating sufficient cause for arrest. For 10 
points-name this Latin term whose English meaning is "you shall have the 
body." 

answer: Habeas Corpus 

13. Oakes Ames sold shares of it to Congressman James Garfield and Vice-President 
Schuyler (Shy-Ier) Colfax, which nearly led to Colfax's impeachment. For 10 
points-name this construction company founded in 1864 to help build the 
Union Pacific railroad, but inflated rates paid by government subsidies to 
owners was one of the great scandals of President Grant's Administration. 

answer: Credit Mobilier of America (kre-dit moh-bil-ee-ay) 

14. "It All Adds Up," "The Bellarosa COlUlection," "A Theft," "Him with His Foot 
in His Mouth and Other Stories," "To Jerusalem and Back," "Mr. Sammler's 
Planet," "Mosby's Memoirs and Other Stories," "Herzog," "The Adventures of 
Augie March," and "Humboldt's Gift" are all works-for 10 points-by what 
author who won the 1976 Nobel Prize for Literature. 

answer: Saul Bellow 

15. He joined the staff of Senator Abourezk in 1972 after graduating from South 
Dakota State University in 1969 and serving 3 years as an intelligence officer in 
Strategic Air Command. In 1978, he was elected to the House of 
Representatives. For 10 points-name this Senator, now Minority leader. 

answer: Tom Daschle (DASH-ell) 

16. His works cover all fields-philosophy, technology, medicine, etc. but he is best 
known as the author of an extensive body of 8th century Arabic writings on 
alchemy which codified alchemical knowledge. For 10 points-name this 
author and early scientist. 

answer: Geber (jee' -bur) or Jabir ibn Hayyan 
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17. Writing a cantata for the American Flag and a new US national anthem are very 
patriotic actions ... unless you're Czech. For 10 points-name this composer of 
the "Garland Tone Poems" and "The Slavonic Dances," who spent summers in 
Spillville, Iowa, where he composed his famous "New World Symphony." 

answer: Antonin Dvorak (D-VOR-jak) 

18. He was born in 1504 as Michel Ghislier. As pope, he rigorously enforced the 
decrees of the Council of Trent. For 10 points-name the pope responsible for 
the excommunication of Elizabeth I of England, who now has a feast day that is 
celebrated on April 30. 

answer: Saint or Pope Pius V 

19. Most haven't heard of his poetry works "Three Sunsets" or "Phantasmagoria" 
or even his longest work "Sylvie and Bruno," but most know of this Oxford 
mathematician's efforts to impress-for better or worse-young Miss Lidell. 
For 10 points each-name this author of "The Hunting of the Snark." 

answer: Lewis Carroll or Charles Lutwidge Dodgson 

20. The cause of this disorder is unknown, but it has been linked to decreased 
dopamine levels in the corpus striatum. It is characterized by muscle weakness, 
slow voluntary movements, tremors in resting muscles, and paralysis of the 
facial muscles. For 10 points-name this disease recently diagnosed in attorney 
general Janet Reno. 

answer: Parkinson's disease 

21. Author of "The League of Nations School Book," this chairman of Burma's 
delegation to the United Nations in 1947, became Burma's permanent 
representative in 1953. Nine years later who-for 10 points-succeeded Dag 
Hammerskj6ld (DAHG HAHM-er-shkeeold) as UN Secretary General. 

answer: U Thant (00 TAHNT) 

22. This country's Economics Minister will reorganize its New York tourism office 
after the May 1995 public release of a policy document saying that no American 
"blacks, Jews, Hispanics, or Asiatics" should be encouraged to visit. For 10 
points-name this country that hasn't learned much since WWII. 

answer: Germany 
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23. He was the singing voice of Jack Skellington in "The Nightmare Before 
Christmas." For 10 points-name the musician who headed the group Oingo 
Boingo, composed the theme music to "The Simpsons," and who is a frequent 
collaborator with Tim Burton. 

answer: Danny Elfman 

24. In 1976, Ali Maalin was the last person to naturally contract this disease. Janet 
Parker became infected during a September 1978 laboratory accident and 
subsequently died, making her the last known fatality attributable to the variola 
virus. For 10 points-each name this disease that was declared eradicated by the 
World Health Organization on May 8, 1980. 

answer: smallpox or prompt on "variola" 

25. Set aside for naval use by President Wilson, Harry Sinclair leased drilling rights 
in 1921 without competitive bidding after an executive order shifted control to 
the Secretary of the Interior, Albert Fall. For 10 points-name these Wyoming 
oil fields, subject of a Harding administration scandal. 

answer: The Teapot Dome 

26. Orlando Antigua has left the Florida Panthers to join a new team, one where 
he'll be the first non-black player in 52 years. For 10 points-name this team 
from the north end of Manhattan Island. 

answer: the Harlem Globetrotters 

27. In November 1995, almost exactly 50 years after the start of the Nuremberg 
trials, this man lost his last appeal and was finally taken from Argentina to 
Italy. For 10 points-name this Nazi who directed the massacre of 335 men and 
boys in caves near Rome, sometimes called "The Last NazL" 

answer: Erich Priebke (PREEB-kuh) 
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28. This theah'ical troupe, which existed from 1916 to 1929, was named for the Cape 
Cod town in which it performed. Edna St. Vincent Millay and Djuna (DOO-na) 
Barnes are among the writers associated with it, but which group-for 10 
points-is best known for performing Eugene O'Neill's earliest plays. 

answer: The Provincetown Players 

29. This country's heart, watered by the Chao Phraya River, is virtually one large 
rice paddy, elaborately veined by a system of canals called klongs. The klongs are 
common to its old capital, Ayutthaya, and its newer one, the only modern 
Southeast Asian capital to have such canals. For 10 points-name this nation, 
which shares part of the Malay Peninsula with its western neighbor, Myanmar. 

answer: Thailand 

30. The FDA approved a nonprescription form of Glaxo Well come' s best selling 
prescription. In 1996, this weakened ulcer medication will join the billion dollar 
antacid market. For 10 points-name this drug found near the end of the 
Physician's Desk Reference. 

answer: Zantac 

31. This car was sold in Brazil as the Coreel, because its American name was the 
same as the Portuguese slang for "small male genitals." For 10 points-name 
this economy car, infamous for its tendency to go up in flames when involved 
in rear end collisions. 

answer: Ford Pinto 

32. If according to psychologist Abraham Maslow, you're creative, nonconformist, 
spontaneous, and can identify with the human race, you've achieved-for 10 
points-what highest level of Maslow's hierarchy, where one has reached their 
peak personal potential. 

answer: Self-Actualization 
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30 POINT BONUS 
1. Though soccer's World Cup began in 1930, the Golden Ball Award, which 

honors the tournament's most valuable player, has only been given since 1982, a 
total of 4 times. For ten points each-name any 3 of the 4 winners of the award, 
2 Italians, an Argentinean, and a Brazilian. 

answer: Paolo Rossi (1982), Diego Maradona (1986), 
Toto Schillaci (1990), Romario (1994) 

20 POINT BONUS 
2. The Greeks attributed the change of seasons to the goddess of fertility and the 

harvest. The 4 months of each year her daughter had to spend in the 
underworld with Hades caused her such sadness that she laid the world bare for 
that time. For 10 points each-name this Greek goddess and her daughter. 

answer: Demeter (De-MEE-ter), Persephone 

30 POINT BONUS 
3. The longest poem in the world is a Sanskrit epic eight times larger than the 

"Diad" and "Odyssey" combined. For 10 points each: 

A. Name it. answer: the MAHABHARATA 

B. One section of the Mahabharata consists of a philosophical dialogue between a 
hero and the god Krishna. Name this work and the hero. 

answer: the Bhagavad Gita or Holy Gita, Arjuna 

20 POINT BONUS 
4. For 10 points each-answer these questions on bizarre current events. 

A. Family court Judge Wayne Creech has ruled that Tonya Kline could forgo a 
conventional prison term in favor of what maternalistic punishment? 

answer: She was shackled to her mother or equivalents 

B. A biomass composter has been built in the state of West Virginia to turn, along 
with wood chips and chicken waste, what plentiful resource into fertilizer? 

answer: Roadkill 
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30 POINT BONUS 
5. For 10 points each-answer these questions about Robert McNamara: 

A. Name his 1995 book in which he stated "We were wrong, dead wrong" in 
continuing the Vietnam war. 

answer: In Retrospect 

B. After resigning from the Johnson Administration, he became president of what 
international agency. 

answer: President of the World Bank or 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

C. From what corporation did Kennedy pluck McNamara for his cabinet? 

answer: Ford Motor Company 

20 POINT BONUS 
6. For 10 points each-answer these questions about particle physics: 

A. Because of the strong nuclear force's confinement property, these colorfully 
named particles cannot exist on their own but must be joined in combinations 
such as one red, one blue, and one green to create a nucleon. 

answer: QUARKS 

B. A quark and an anti-quark can join together to produce these particles which are 
unstable and can decompose into electrons and other particles. 

answer: MESONS 

30 POINT BONUS 
7. Name this museum 30-20-10: 

A. Since it opened in 1820 it has occupied the neo-classical Villaneuva. 

B. Under a $150 million expansion plan, it will take over the neighboring Palacio 
del Buen Retiro and the Cloister of Jer6nimos Church. 

C. Famous for its Velazques, Goya, and EI Greco collections, it's located in Madrid. 

answer: Prado 
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30 POINT BONUS 
8. New Zealand consists of two main islands, separated by a strait. For 10 points 

each-name both islands, and the strait. 

answer: North Island, South Island, Cook Strait 

30 POINT BONUS 
9. For 10 points each-who wrote these 1995 Tony Award nominated plays: 

A. Arcadia answer: Tom Stoppard 

B. Indiscretions answer: Jean Cocteau 

C. "Love! Valour! Compassion!" answer: Terrence McNally 

30 POINT BONUS 
10. 10 points each, identify the Mark Twain work from a brief description. 

A. Tom and Edward trade places. 

answer: The Prince and the Pauper 

B. The description of a Grand Tour of Europe and the Holy Land 

answer: The Innocents Abroad 

C. A con-man takes revenge on a self-righteous town by ruining the town's 
reputation. 

answer: The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg 

30 POINT BONUS 
11. For 10 points each, name the chemical compound from its empirical formula. 

A. C-6-H-6 answer: benzene 

B. C-H-CI-3 answer: chloroform or trichloromethane or trichlorane 

C. Now name either of the compounds with empirical formula C-4-H-7-Cl, with 
the alkene bond between the second and third carbons. 

answer: 2-chloro-2-butene or 1-chloro-2-butene 
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20 POINT BONUS 
12. 36 U.s. states currently have the death penalty, most using electrocution or 

lethal injection. For 10 points each-name the 2 which still use the firing 
squad. 

answers: Utah and Idaho 

30 POINT BONUS 
13. Identify the barbarians for 10 points each: 

A. This Visigoth King's capture and sack of Rome in 410 marked the final decline 
of the Roman empire. 

answer: Alaric I 

B. King of the Ostrogoths and ruler of Italy from 493-526 this "barbarian" employed 
Boethius and attempted to establish harmony between Romans and the Goths. 

answer: Theodoric 

C. Killed by Theodoric in 493, this warrior threatened the Byzantine Emperor Zeno 
and dethroned Romulus Augustulus, ending the Western Roman Empire. 

answer: Odoacer (oh-doh-ay-sur) 

30 POINT BONUS 
14. Give the trade name of the over-the-counter drug, 30-20-10. 

A. It inhibits the activity of cydo-oxygenase in the upper gastrointestinal tract. 

B. Colloidal suspension of bismuth subsalicylate 

C. "The pink stuff" referred to in a recent series of Immodium AD commercials. 

answer: Pepto Bismol 
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20 POINT BONUS 
15. If you want to find the limit of an equation that would otherwise come out to be 

o divided by 0, you can instead take the derivative of the numerator divided by 
the derivative of the denominator. You would be applying-for 20 points
what rule that you learned in high school calculus? 

answer: L'HOPIT AL' s Rule 

20 POINT BONUS 
16. For 10 points each-name the ABC sometimes racy cop series which won the 

1994-95 best drama series Emmy, and the CBS series, starring Tom Skerritt and 
Kathy Baker, which unexpectedly won for the 1993-94 series. 

answer: NYPD Blue, Picket Fences 

30 POINT BONUS 
17. For 15 points each-answer these questions about the Articles of Confederation: 

A. Who was the author of the first draft of the Articles? 

answer: John Dickinson 

B. What 1786 convention was held to address the weaknesses of the Articles? 

answer: The Annapolis Convention 

25 POINT BONUS 
18. "I think I may fairly make two postulata. First, That food is necessary to the 

existence of man. Secondly, That the passion between the sexes is necessary, and 
will remain nearly in its present state." 

A. So begins, for 15 points, what pivotal 1798 economic work? 

answer: An Essay on the Principle of Population 

B. For 10 points, who wrote "An Essay on the Principle of Population"? 

answer: Thomas Robert Malthus 
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25 POINT BONUS 
19. In 1995, five U.s. cities played in the South Division of the Canadian Football 

League. For 5 points each-name those cities. 

answer: Baltimore, San Antonio, Birmingham, Memphis, Shreveport 

30 POINT BONUS 
20. In 1995, news was made-but not delivered-when the union representing the 

distributors of 2 newspapers of a major US city went on strike. For 10 points 
each: 

A. Name the city: answer: Detroit, Michigan 

B. Name the 2 major Detroit newspapers affected by this strike. 

answer: The Detroit News and the Detroit Free Press 

20 POINT BONUS 
21. For 10 points each-name these literary men who didn't treat women very well. 

A. With the help of Mephistopheles, this Goethe title character seduces and 
abandons Gretchen. 

answer: FAUST 

B. In a Thomas Hardy novel, this man sells his wife while intoxicated. Name him 
and the novel. 

answer: Michael HENCHARD, THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDGE 
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30 POINT BONUS 
22. Identify the writer from these 1995 quotes 30-20-10 

A. "One of the most important means by which our society socializes children is by 
making them feel ashamed of behavior or speech that is contrary to society's 
expecta tions." 

B. "Consider the hypothetical case of a man \vho can have anything he wants just 
by wishing for it. Such a man has power, but he will develop serious 
psychological problems." 

C. "We therefore advocate a revolution against the industrial system. This 
revolution mayor may not make use of violence: it may be sudden or it may be 
a relatively gradual process spanning a few decades." 

answer: The Unabomer (host: if player knows actual name, call FBI now) 

• . (e) pc;'£" ~ , 
f\kvwt-~s~ a1"~1 fer..- '30 POINT BONUS 

23. Its name combines the name of its state with the Greek word for "city." 

answer: Indianapolis, Indiana 

b. Named for the man who led the colonization of the territory which became its 
state, it lies on the banks of the Colorado River. 

answer: Austin, Texas 

c. Located near Lowry Air Force Base, and home to a US mint as well as the Grand 
Tabor Opera House. 

answer: Denver, Colorado 

20 POINT BONUS 
24. For 10 points each-answer these questions about the ecosystem: 

A. what 5-letter word refers to the largest recognizable terrestrial components of 
Earth' s ecosystem? 

answer: BlOME 

B. "\vhat 7-letter word describes a smaller unit within a biome in which a particular 
organism lives? 

answer: HABITAT 
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30 POINT BONUS 
25. For 10 points each-answer these questions about Abraham. 

A. By what name was Abraham known before being given that name? 

ansvver: ABRAM 

B. Shortly after the name change, 3 angels visited Abraham to tell him that his 
wife would bear a son. Name his wife and the son whom Abraham attempted to 
sacrifice. 

answer: SARAH. ISAAC 

30 POINT BONUS 
26. After Saladin captured Jerusalem, the 3rd Crusade was declared to retake the 

city. 

A. For 5 points each-name the 3 kings who led the crusade. 

answer: Frederick I or Barbarossa. Philip Augustus 
Richard I or Richard the Lion- Heart or Coeur de Lion 

B. For 15 points-name the major city in Palestine the Crusaders captured before 
abandoning the Crusade. 

answer: 

30 POINT BONUS 
27. For 10 points each-name the Stephen King novel from characters. 

A. Jack Torrance, Dick Hallorann, The Overlook Hotel answer: The Shining 

B. Paul Sheldon, Annie Wilkes answer: Misery 

C. John Smith, Greg Stillson answer: The Dead Zone 
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30 POINT BONUS 
28. Only 3 denominations of currency (including those no longer issued after 1969) 

do not feature a portrait of a U.s. president. For 10 points each-name the 
persons who appear on those bills. 

answer: Alexander Hamilton ($10), Benjamin Franklin ($100), 
Salmon P. Chase ($10,000) 

30 POINT BONUS 
29. It was established on January I, 1995. Trade Ministers had given their political 

backing to the results by signing the Final Act at a meeting in Marrakesh in 
April 1994 after Governments had concluded a Round of negotiations on 
December IS, 1993. For 10 points each-name this organization, the round of 
negotiations that created it, and the agreement that the organization replaced. 

answer: WTO or World Trade Organization, Uruguay Round 
GATT or General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

30 POINT BONUS 
30. Name the musical group 30-20-10: 

A. They founded the record label American Gramophone, and their first five 
albums have each sold more than a million copies 

B. The group's founder, Omaha based entrepreneur Chip Davis, co-wrote the 1975 
hit "Convoy" but later changed to the band's current New Age style. 

C. Their latest album, called "Christmas in the Aire," contains more of the 
instrumental Christmas music that made them famous. 

answer: Mannheim Steamroller 
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